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Evolving Research on
Ameliorating Cell Senescence
This comprehensive review details pathways through which cells can become
senescent, and emphasizes that not all are pathological. The authors describe
ways of limiting the development of a senescence-associated secretory
phenotype (SASP) as well as senolytic and senomorphic approaches that may
potentially reduce senescent cell burden and related proinflammatory impacts.

Aging is associated with many disease conditions, yet at a more basic level it affects cells’
essential functions, their normal life-and-death cycles, and their messaging within the body.
Intracellular aging processes influence genomic and telomere stability, stem cell function,
epigenetic patterning, cellular nutrient-sensing and metabolism, and the function of mitochondria
and organelles. Biological aging also reduces cells’ fundamental capacity for performing cell
renewal processes that are crucial for their performance and ability to replicate normally.

Senolytics are substances that, like the adaptive stress imposed by fasting or intense physical
exertion, activate cells’ mechanisms for achieving programmed cell death. Most senolytics are
drugs, but certain phytonutrients have displayed mild senolytic activity. Senomorphics
encompass a broad variety of substances that modulate the function of senescent cells.
Senomorphics may influence the expression of the senescence-associated secretory phenotype
(SASP), help normalize the function of mitochondria or lysosome (organelles that digest and
store cell waste), or improve cell redox balance, telomerase activity, or network signaling.

Senomorphic approaches bear some similarity to wellness-oriented lifestyles, and some
senomorphic candidates (e.g., nutrients) may be appropriate for regular intake. Strong
senolytics, on the other hand, are more akin to episodic therapies like intermittent fasting, and
may prove deleterious if overused. However, weaker senolytic influences, such as certain
nutrients and phytonutrients, more gently stimulate cell renewal pathways, and are more
consistent with the effects of a long-term healthful diet.
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This article reviews the rapidly-evolving research dealing with cellular senescence. The authors
note three main strategies for ameliorating cell aging, but emphasize the need for balance
among them. These strategies include:: encouraging normal cell renewal, enhancing the
immune system’s ability to reduce senescent cell burden, and limiting circumstances that induce
cellular biological aging and development of the SASP. They stress that imbalance among these
processes may have unintended results. For example, excessive senomorphic suppression of
the SASP could negatively impact immune clearance of senescent cells, and overly powerful,
prolonged, or non-selective senolytic treatment could burden stem cells or impair immune cell
function.

“It is estimated that the proportion of people aged 65 and over will almost
double in the period between 2010 and 2050…The later years of life are often
accompanied by a variety of health conditions and mobility problems…Current
treatments focus on therapeutically addressing an individual disease,
predominantly by ameliorating the clinical symptoms associated with it…Such
approaches do not take into account how diseases can interact and [do] not
address the very core of their origin…Since the mechanisms governing ageing
[seem] to be responsible for the onset of health problems and age-related
diseases in later life, modulating them could be the ultimate target…”

Review Highlights

● Senescent cells are permanently arrested in the cell cycle, and lack the metabolic
energy and control required for performing normal programmed cell death.

● Though senescent cells are implicated in many diseases of aging, they also contribute to
normal wound healing and tissue remodeling, and facilitate normal embryonic
development. In addition, the inability to replicate in senescence may act as a barrier to
cancerous changes in affected cells.

● Two major causes of pathological cell senescence are replicative senescence (reaching
the physiological limit of normal cell replication capacity) and premature senescence,
which is related to oxidative stress, genotoxic influences, disadvantageous methylation,
damage to DNA, telomeres, or mitochondria; high-calorie diets, hyperglycemia,
dysregulation of oncogenes, chemotherapy, or alterations in cell signaling.

● Senescent cells contribute to fatty liver disease, osteoarthritis, osteoporosis,
cardiometabolic disease, chronic kidney disease, neurodegeneration, respiratory
disorders, COVID-19 pathology, fibrosis, cancer, cancer relapse, and other conditions.

● The senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) is characterized by release of
signaling molecules that trigger the inflammatory response as well as decreased
expression of sirtuins, enzymes that help regulate biological aging processes. The SASP
contributes to chronic inflammation of adipose tissue.

● While the SASP is often deleterious, it is sensitive to cellular states of distress and
serves to alert the immune system that senescent cell clearance function is needed.
Immune clearance of senescent cells involves recruitment of both adaptive and innate
cell populations in a complex interaction. Though mechanisms for senescent cell
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clearance have not yet been defined, it is thought that the SASP helps trigger this
intricate immune response.

● There is presently no single definitive biomarker for senescent cells, though these cells
and their organelles often have a distinctive appearance, due to stored lipids and waste.
Presence of at least two of the following can help identify senescent cells:
senescence-associated beta-galactosidase activity, p16 upregulation,
senescence-associated heterochromatin foci, and DNA segments with chromatin
alterations reinforcing senescence (DNA-SCARS). SASP assays are also used, but
SASPs are different for different cell types, and have not been fully characterized.

● To date, strategic caloric restriction remains the most robust means of delaying biological
aging, lengthening healthspan, and extending lifespan, though studying these in humans
is challenging.

● Many senolytic drugs are under development. Phytonutrients that display senolytic
influence include fisetin, quercetin, piperlongumine, and resveratrol. Substances that
mimic caloric restriction are also being studied as potential senolytics, such as
2-deoxy-D-glucose and other nutrients and phytonutrients.

● Senomorphic substances may include sirtuin activators like resveratrol and its
analogues, metformin, and rapamycin. Other compounds under research as
senomorphics include melatonin, cortisol, estradiol, antioxidants, and phytonutrients
such as ginseng-derived ginsenosides.

● There is considerable interest in researching how improvements to gut microbiome
composition and to liver function may beneficially modulate cell senescence.

The authors provide detailed descriptions and diagrams of many cellular signaling networks
involved in the development of cellular senescence.

NUTRITION CONCLUSION

This article details major causes of premature cellular senescence, including
modifiable dietary factors. The authors provide numerous examples of
nutrients and phytonutrients with biological activities that may simultaneously
address multiple aspects of cell senescence and the SASP.
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